DIRECTIONS TO GATE MINISTRIES, DURBAN CENTRAL
UNIVERSITY OF KWA-ZULU NATAL (UKZN)

VENUE: THE UNITE BUILDING (SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING)

NOTE: The Building is towards the back of UKZN
Two possible access points: GATE 3 or GATE 8
GATE 3 is always accessible throughout the year
GATE 8 is easier option but is closed in the foll. months: Nov. Dec. and Jan.

- From the Airport (N2) take the Pavilion off-ramp (N3). Keep on the Spine Road exit. Travel all the way down Spine Road until you get to the Bellair and Spine Road Junction. Continue to drive straight across the intersection. The Road becomes Rick Turner Road. Proceed for about 1km and turn (left) into GATE 8. Pass security – inform them you are going to GATE Ministries at the UNITE BUILDING. Thereafter take the first right turn into Science Drive up towards the Unite Building. As you enter the large parking area you will see the “School of Engineering/Unite Building”.

If GATE 8 is closed, (usually in the months of Dec and Jan) proceed up along Rick Turner and turn left to GATE 3 – (at the robots opposite Steers/Nandos/KFC on your right). Pass security – inform them you are going to GATE Ministries at the UNITE BUILDING. Once you go through security, turn left, go around a building and then proceed down towards the UNITE Building – turn left and proceed towards the large open parking area in front of the main entrance to the building. As you enter the large parking area you will see the “School of Engineering/Unite Building”.

- From N3 Durban Central take the Tollgate off-ramp and turn left into Ridge Road. All the way down Ridge Road until you see the Main Univ entrance. The road veers left, keep left until you hit the stop street. (DO NOT GO INTO GATE 1). At the stop street turn right. Steers and Nando’s and KFC will be on your left. Two options of access: Through Gate 3 or Gate 8.

Gate 3: At the robots opposite Steers and Nandos and KFC, turn right towards the Security check point at Gate 3. Pass security – inform you are going to GATE Ministries at the UNITE BUILDING. Once you go through security, turn left, go around a building and then proceed down towards the UNITE Building – turn left and proceed towards the large open parking area in front of the main entrance to the building.

Gate 8: Proceed through the robots for about 800m around a winding road until you get to GATE 8 on your right. Pass security – inform them you are going to GATE Ministries at the UNITE BUILDING. Thereafter take the first right turn into Science Drive up towards the Unite Building. As you enter the large parking area you will see the “School of Engineering/Unite Building”.

From Umbilo and Sydney Roads: Proceed up Rick Turner Road that takes you right up to UKZN until you get to the GATE 3 entrance - (at the robots opposite Steers/Nandos/KFC on your right). Follow one of the two options (Gate 3 or Gate 8) in the bulleted point above.

Enquiries: Randolph: 0832729579; Rene: 0789213930